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Charge transfer. emission. ionizalion and excitltion cross sections of ion collis

ion with atom are required in many research fields such as nuclear plaSJlla. laser.

astrophysics. and material science.

We have collected and compiled the exptrimental data of excitation cross sections

up to August. 1988 for collision 01 He, Ne, Ar atoms with their ions carrying

.inele or double charges '!ithin the incident energy range of 10.....400 keV. The

experimental data for Hel , Hell , Nel , Nell , Arl , and ArlI h'ave been tabulated

and filured.

The following conclu.ion cail be extracted from data analyses:

(I) The magnitude of u:citation cross stelions of He! single Jines for same

principal quantum number is maximum for D wave state transition , second for S

wave state and minimum lor P wave state. The order lor magnitude of excilalioJl

cross sections of Hel triplet lines is S. D. and P wave state transitions.

(2) The excitation cross sections reduce as target atomic mass c!ecreased for

same kind of projectile ion with low velocity. But the situ..tion is converse if the

velocity of projectile ion is more than I atomic unit.

(3) The excitation cross sections is decreasing as the principle quantum number

increases for the same collision system.

(4) The e直citation cross section i i1 duced by double charged ion is more than

that prod'Jccd by single charged ion.

4. 13 Evaluation of Neutron data
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The comprehensive evaluated neutron data files for elements Ag , Cd and In

are finished. The experimental dala base, the calculational methods, the evalua

lion techniques and judgments are outlined. It contains files 1-5. The incident

neutroll energy range is from IO-6eV to 20 MeV and in the ENDF/B format.
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